Preface
This dissertation is all about the fascinating topic of syntax. Such a statement
will probably be frowned upon by many computer scientists and programmers. Syntax, in particular textual syntax, seems to be a rather unpopular
topic these days. Grammars and parsing are not particularly active research
topics, resulting in a lack of innovation in one of the most foundational topics
of computer science. In fact, textual syntax is so unpopular that people try
to avoid it altogether and attempt to move to development methods without
a textual syntax. However, instead of abandoning textual syntax for its problems, I suggest we solve those problems and advance the state of the art in
grammars and parsing.
About six years ago I started working with the infrastructure for parsing
programming languages in the program transformation system Stratego/XT.
Stratego/XT employs the grammar formalism SDF and the scannerless generalized LR parser SGLR, which is the target of the SDF parser generator. The
combination of SDF and SGLR is very easy to use. Indeed, I have been using
the SGLR parser for years without knowing at all how it works! The essential
advantages of scannerless parsing over parsing with a separate scanner are
(1) lexical disambiguation by context, (2) full description of the syntax of a
language in a uniform grammar formalism, and (3) expressive lexical syntax.
These advantages are easy to understand. They were originally motivated by
application to minor issues in parsing existing programming languages, such
as the lexical ambiguity between subrange types versus floating point literals
in Pascal. Although these examples clearly illustrate the advantage of scannerless parsers, the problems with implementing parsers for these languages
are not serious enough to make a strong case for scannerless parsing.
The first time Eelco Visser presented his then latest ideas on the use of
concrete object syntax [Visser 2002], where the syntax of an object language
is embedded in a metalanguage, I was rather skeptical about combining languages in this way. Slowly, however, I realized the full potential of scannerless
generalized parsing for combining languages. This thesis is largely about explaining this potential, contributing technical bits and pieces here and there.
Indeed, I consider my work to be an exploration in what we could achieve
once we are liberated from the limitations of conventional parsing techniques.
This explains the title, which is a reference to the beautiful song Exercises in
Free Love by Freddie Mercury1 (various puns intended). The Dutch title is a
pun as well, referring to the almost military operations I usually set up to
finish our papers before a conference deadline.
There is still a lot of work left to do. Reflecting on my work, I feel that one
of the main contributions is that I provide a strong motivation for rethinking
1 Exercises in Free Love is a song performed without lyrics as a predecessor to Ensueño
(Dream), from the album Barcelona by Montserrat Caballé and Freddie Mercury.
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the way we work with syntax and languages, and renewing research into
fully automatic parser generation. I wish I discovered earlier that this is what
I wanted to attack (and for example had spent less time implementing a Java
typechecker), but well, I suppose a thesis project is never finished.
Finally, I would like to emphasize that this area ended up being the subject of my thesis despite Eelco Visser’s supervision. Since Eelco designed the
current revision of SDF and integrated scannerless parsing and generalized
LR parsing, this thesis almost looks like a natural continuation of his work.
Surprisingly, Eelco continuously encouraged me to move beyond parsing and
syntax, but despite his best efforts my work moved closer and closer to parsing issues.
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